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Abstract: This study investigated the power production and blade fatigue of a three-turbine array
subjected to active yaw control (AYC) in full-wake and partial-wake configurations. A framework
of a two-way coupled large eddy simulation (LES) and an aeroelastic blade simulation was applied
to simulate the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) flow through the turbines and the structural
responses of the blades. The mean power outputs and blade fatigue loads were extracted from the
simulation results. By exploring the feasible AYC decision space, we found that in the full-wake
configuration, the local power-optimal AYC strategy with positive yaw angles endures less flapwise
blade fatigue and more edgewise blade fatigue than the global power-optimal strategy. In the partial-
wake configuration, applying positive AYC in certain inflow wind directions achieves higher optimal
power gains than that in the full-wake scenario and reduces blade fatigue from the non-yawed
benchmark. Using the blade element momentum (BEM) theory, we reveal that the aforementioned
differences in flapwise blade fatigue are due to the differences in the azimuthal distributions of the
local relative velocity on blade sections, resulting from the vertical wind shear and blade rotation.
Furthermore, the difference in the blade force between the positively and negatively yawed front-row
turbine induces different wake velocities and turbulence distributions, causing different fatigue loads
on the downwind turbine exposed to the wake.

Keywords: wind power; wind turbine fatigue; active yaw control

1. Introduction

Active yaw control (AYC) is a wind farm control strategy that has recently attracted
wide interest in the wind energy community. When wind farm operators apply AYC, they
intentionally yaw upwind turbines to steer their wakes away from downwind turbines,
while the yawed turbines’ power outputs are reduced. With a proper AYC strategy, the
wind farm can yield more power and experience less structural fatigue because wake
interference between wind turbines is mitigated.

Several experimental [1–6] and computational [7–12] studies have been conducted to
investigate the effectiveness of AYC for wind farm power optimisation. Recently, there
has been growing interest among wind energy researchers in jointly considering fatigue
reduction and power optimisation when applying AYC. Kragh and Hansen [13] first
pointed out the potential of AYC for reducing load variations on wind turbine blades
caused by vertical wind shear. Zalkind and Pao [14] later investigated the fatigue loads
of a stand-alone wind turbine at different yaw angles. They found that for a clockwise-
rotating wind turbine (when viewed from the front) in vertically sheared wind, positive
yaw strategies (counter-clockwise yaw when viewed from the top) decrease the damage
equivalent load (DEL) of the out-of-plane (OOP) blade bending moment, while negative
yaw strategies increase it. Using large eddy simulation (LES), Fleming et al. [15] studied
a two-turbine case subjected to AYC in the full-wake condition, and they reported that
applying proper positive yaw strategies can increase the power outputs and reduce turbine
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fatigue. Damiani et al. [16] measured the component loads acting on a utility-scale turbine
under yaw conditions and also confirmed the dichotomy of positive yaw and negative yaw
in wind turbine loads.

With the studies mentioned above confirming the potential of AYC for achieving power
gain and fatigue reduction, wind energy researchers have conducted several optimisation
studies that have applied AYC to wind farms. Gebraad et al. [17] optimised the annual
power production of a hypothetical wind farm with AYC using a parametric wake model.
Dijk et al. [18] further incorporated a simplified load model into the wake model used
in [17] and performed a multi-objective optimisation of the power production and fatigue
loads of a hypothetical wind farm subjected to AYC. Using a reduced-order flow solver,
Kanev et al. [19] applied AYC to real-world wind farms to optimise the lifetime power
production and fatigue loading. Reyes et al. [20] developed a computationally cheap
look-up table approach to optimise fatigue loads in wind farms and validated it with wind
tunnel and full-scale field tests. Ma et al. [21] investigated the cooperative yaw strategies
for a single column of turbines, and they found that significant power gains can be achieved
using simplified strategies with only two yaw angles: the yaw angle of the first turbine
and the yaw angle of the downstream turbines (excluding the last turbine). Li et al. [22]
further compared cooperative yaw control and axis induction control, and they found that
the yaw control is more effective than the induction control in achieving meaningful power
gains. Lin and Porté-Agel [23] used LES to investigate Pareto-optimal AYC strategies for
an array of three miniature wind turbines to maximise power production and minimise
fatigue loads. They found Pareto-optimal yaw strategies with gradually decreasing yaw
angles from upwind to downwind turbines.

As shown in the literature, AYC can potentially increase the power outputs and
mitigate the fatigue loads of a wind farm with proper yaw strategies. However, a poorly
chosen yaw strategy can also significantly increase wind turbine fatigue loads while only
achieving marginal power gains. Therefore, the main objective of this study is to understand
how the application of different AYC strategies affects the rotor-side power production and
fatigue loading for a wind farm under various inflow configurations.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: in Section 2, we discuss the two-
way coupled aeroelastic LES frameworks used in this study and the methodology for
evaluating power production and fatigue loads; in Section 3, we present the results of the
simulations using different configurations; in Section 4, we present a theoretical analysis
on the differences in flapwise blade fatigue in the turbines under positive and negative
yaw strategies; and in Section 5, we present the conclusions drawn from these findings and
discuss possible extensions of this study.

2. Methodology
2.1. Governing Equations

This study uses the GPU-accelerated version of the in-house WiRE-LES code [12,24–26],
which solves the spatially filtered, incompressible Navier–Stokes equations:

∂ũi
∂xi

= 0, (1)

∂ũi
∂t

+ ũj

(
∂ũi
∂xj
−

∂ũj

∂xi

)
= −∂ p̃∗

∂xi
−

∂τij

∂xj
+

Fp

ρ
δi1 −

f̃i
ρ

, (2)

where the subscript i represents the streamwise (i = 1), spanwise (i = 2), and vertical
(i = 3) directions of the ground-fixed coordinate system x-y-z (1), respectively, ũi is the
spatially filtered flow velocity, p̃∗ is the modified kinematic pressure, Fp is the pressure
gradient imposed on the flow, τij = ũiuj − ũiũj is the kinematic sub-grid scale stress, and
f̃i represents the forces exerted by the wind turbine blades, the nacelle, and the tower on
the flow.
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To incorporate aeroelasticity in the simulation, we treat the rotating wind turbine blades
as 1D Euler–Bernoulli beams governed by the dynamic Euler–Bernoulli Equations [27]:

∂2qk
∂t2 +

1
µ

∂2Mk
∂r2 =

1
µ

∂

∂r
(
∫ R

r
µω2rdr

∂qk
∂r

) + gk +
f̂k
µ

, (3)

Mk = Kkl
∂2ql
∂r2 , (4)

where the subscript k specifies the flapwise (k = 1) and edgewise (k = 2) directions of the
blade-following coordinate system x′n-y′n-z′n for the nth blade (Figure 1), r is the distance
between the blade element and the hub centre, qk is the blade deformation, Mk is the blade
bending moment, gk is the component of gravitational acceleration in the kth direction, µ is
the blade mass per unit length, f̂k is the aerodynamic load exerted by the flow on the blade,
Kkl is the stiffness matrix of the blade section, and ω is the rotational speed of the rotor.
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Figure 1. The ground-fixed coordinate system x-y-z for solving the filtered Navier–Stokes equations
and the blade-following coordinate system x′n-y′n-z′n for solving the Euler–Bernoulli beam equations
for the nth blade: (a) top view and (b) front view. ψ is the phase angle of the blade. γ is the yaw angle
of the turbine. The positive directions of ψ and γ follow the right-hand rule.

2.2. Simulation Setup

In the WiRE-LES code, the filtered Navier–Stokes equations are solved numerically
using the pseudo-spectral method in the horizontal directions (x and y) and the second-
order finite difference scheme in the vertical direction z. Time integration is performed
by using the second-order Adam–Bashforth method. The sub-grid scale stress term is
parametrised by the modulated gradient model [28]. The body forces induced by the wind
turbine blades are parametrised with the elastic actuator line model (EALM) proposed by
Meng et al. [27]. The EALM simultaneously resolves the aerodynamic forces on turbine
blade elements as the classical ALM [29] and solves the discretised Euler–Bernoulli beam
equations using the finite-difference time-domain method to obtain blade deformations.
The deformations are then used to update the ALM calculation in the next time step. The
two-way coupling procedure in the EALM is summarised in Figure 2.
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Actuator line

Structural solver

Flow solver

Blade-induced forces

Aerodynamic loadsBlade deformations

Local velocities

Figure 2. The coupling procedure between the flow solver and the structural solver in the EALM.
The arrows in the flowchart represent the variable passing between different modules of the solver.

In this study, the simulation domain (Lx × Ly × Lz = 4096 m × 2048 m × 1024 m),
shown in Figure 3, is discretised into a 512× 256× 512 grid uniformly in each direction. A
wind turbine array consisting of three NREL 5 MW reference wind turbines [30], with a
7D distance between each turbine, is placed in the simulation domain. The wind turbines
are not tilted. The turbine rotational speed in the simulation is determined by the dynamic
torque balance procedure proposed by Wu and Porté-Agel [31]. The first two wind turbines
are subjected to yaw control, while the last turbine is not yawed. In the vertical direction (z)
of the domain, a slip wall boundary condition is applied to the top, and a non-penetration
wall boundary condition with specified stresses according to the logarithmic law of the
wall is applied to the bottom. Periodic boundary conditions are applied to the lateral
boundaries in the horizontal directions. The inflow is generated by a precursor simulation
without the wind turbine array and is then imposed at the inlet section of the simulation
domain with wind turbines. A buffer section is added in front of the inflow section to
transform the flow from the outlet to the inlet of the simulation domain through a smooth
weighting function. The mean streamwise hub-height inflow velocity, uin, is 10 m/s, and
the streamwise hub-height inflow turbulence, Iu, is 7.5%.
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Figure 3. Schematic plots (not to scale) of (a) the simulation domain and (b) NREL 5MW reference
wind turbine.
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2.3. Fatigue Evaluation

In this study, wind turbine fatigue damage is quantified according to the damage
equivalent loads (DELs) of blade-root bending moments (flapwise and edgewise). The
procedures for computing DELs are as follows [32]:

• Extract the time series of blade-root bending moments from the LES coupled with
the EALM;

• Apply the rainflow cycle counting algorithm and extract the histograms of load-cycle
means, Mmean, and load-cycle ranges, Mrange;

• Use Goodman’s rule to correct the effect of mean loads on fatigue damages and obtain
the corrected cycle range, M′range,k, for the kth bin of the histogram:

M′range,k =
Mrange,k

1− Mmean,k
σMmax

, (5)

where Mmax is the maximum bending moment of the time series and σ is a safety
factor, its value is chosen as 1.5 [33].

• Use the Palmgren–Miner rule, which assumes a linear accumulation of fatigue dam-
ages, to compute DELs:

MDEL =

(
∑nb

k=1 nk M′range,k
m

Nre f

)1/m

, (6)

where nb is the total bin number of the histogram extracted from the rainflow cycle
counting process, nk is the cycle count of the kth bin of the histogram, Nre f is the
reference cycle number, and m is a material parameter which takes the value of 10 for
composite materials.

3. Simulation Results

In this section, we present the simulation results of different AYC strategies in full-wake
and partial-wake configurations. The AYC decision space is defined by the yaw angles of the
first two turbines in the array (WT 1 and WT 2) (Γ = {γ1 : −30◦,−25◦, . . . , 25◦, 30◦} × {γ2 :
−30◦,−25◦, . . . , 25◦, 30◦}) and the yaw angle of the last turbine is fixed to 0◦. A time
window of 800 s was chosen to extract the mean velocity fields, mean power outputs, and
fatigue loads based on the recommendations of IEC standards [33].

3.1. Velocity Deficits

Figure 4 shows the contours of the normalised mean streamwise velocity deficits
∆u/uin of six representative cases (Table 1) in the horizontal x-y plane at the hub height.
The wind turbine array is in full-wake configuration α = 0◦ in cases (a–c) and partial-wake
configuration α = 3◦ in cases (d–f).

Table 1. Configurations of six representative cases in full-wake and partial-wake configurations.

Case Yaw Angle (γ) Inflow Angle (α)

(a) (0◦, 0◦, 0◦) 0◦

(b) (25◦, 20◦, 0◦) 0◦

(c) (−25◦,−20◦, 0◦) 0◦

(d) (0◦, 0◦, 0◦) 3◦

(e) (25◦, 20◦, 0◦) 3◦

(f) (−25◦,−20◦, 0◦) 3◦
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Figure 4. Top-view x-y cross-section contours of normalised streamwise mean velocity deficits ∆u/uin

at the hub height. Full-wake configuration (α = 0◦): (a) γ = (0◦, 0◦, 0◦); (b) γ = (25◦, 20◦, 0◦); and
(c) γ = (−25◦,−20◦, 0◦). Partial-wake configuration (α = 3◦): (d) γ = (0◦, 0◦, 0◦); (e) γ = (25◦, 20◦, 0◦);
and (f) γ = (−25◦,−20◦, 0◦).

When the turbine array is in full-wake configuration α = 0◦ (Figure 4a–c), we observe
that applying positive and negative yaw strategies deflects the wakes of upwind turbines
away from downwind turbines. However, when the array is in partial-wake configuration
α = 3◦ (Figure 4d–f), the positive yaw strategy is clearly more favourable due to the
spanwise offset of the turbines. In Figure 4e, wake interference is largely avoided by
applying positive yaw, whereas in Figure 4f, the application of negative yaw aggravates the
interference of the wakes. We also observe the phenomenon of secondary wake deflection
in the results, i.e., the additional deflection in the wake of a non-yawed turbine exposed to
the wake of the yawed upwind turbine. For example, as shown in Figure 4b,c, although
WT 3 itself is not yawed, the wake of WT 3 is still deflected when the turbine is exposed to
the wake of the yawed upwind turbine. The secondary wake deflection is caused by the
non-zero cross-flow in the wake of the yawed upwind turbine [34,35].

To further compare the wake structure of non-yawed and yawed turbines, in Figure 5
we show the contours of normalised mean streamwise velocity deficits ∆u/uin in the
vertical y-z cross-section plane 6D downwind of WT 1. The velocity deficit contours
overlap with the vector fields of in-plane velocity components (v and w). In the non-
yawed case (Figure 5a), the velocity deficit region is largely circular and in the yawed cases
(Figure 5b,c), a distinctive asymmetric kidney-shaped (curled) velocity deficit region is
found in the wakes behind yawed turbines, which is associated with the formation of a
counter-rotating vortex pair (CVP) [34–36]. The CVP is induced by the cross-flow in the
wake, which creates a skewed inflow for downwind turbines and leads to additional wake
deflection behind those turbines.
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Figure 5. Front-view y-z cross-section contours of normalised streamwise velocity deficits ∆u/uin at
the location 6D downwind of WT 1, overlapped with vector fields of in-plane velocity components:
(a) γ1 = 0◦; (b) γ1 = 25◦; and (c) γ1 = −25◦.

Furthermore, as shown in Figure 5, the wake structure of the positively yawed turbine
(Figure 5b) differs from its negatively yawed counterpart (Figure 5c). On the vertical
y-z cross-section plane, the upper half of the velocity deficit region behind the positively
yawed turbine is deflected further away from the domain centre-line (y/D = 0) than its
counterpart behind the negatively yawed turbine. The lower half of the wake region,
on the other hand, is closer to the centre line (y/D = 0) behind the positively yawed
turbine than that of the negatively yawed one. The cross-flow in the wake of the positively
yawed turbine is largely horizontal, whereas the direction of the cross-flow behind the
negatively yawed turbine is around 45◦ upwards. Zong and Porté-Agel [35] observed a
similar dichotomy of the wake structure of a positively and negatively yawed turbine in
the wind tunnel experiments carried out in their study, and they explained it according to
the different vorticity evolution behind a positively yawed and negatively yawed turbine,
which affects the deformation of the velocity deficit region.

3.2. Power Production

The power production of wind farms subjected to AYC is an important metric for
evaluating different AYC strategies. Figure 6 shows the normalised power outputs of the
six representative cases specified in Table 1. In the full-wake configuration (Figure 6a), the
positive and negative yaw strategies yield very similar power outputs for WTs 1 and 2;
for WT 3, the negative yaw strategy yields 5.7% more power than the positive one due to
the fact that negative yaw induces a larger wake deflection than positive yaw [35]. In the
partial-wake configuration α = 3◦(Figure 6b), applying positive yaw can help to achieve
power gains in the downwind turbines, while negative yaw redirects the wakes back to
downwind turbines, as shown in Figure 4f, and leads to power losses for all three turbines.
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Figure 6. Normalised power outputs of different AYC configurations, normalised by the power of
WT 1 in zero yaw (a) in full-wake configuration α = 0◦ and (b) in partial-wake configuration α = 3◦.

Figure 7 shows the contours of the normalised total power gains in the AYC decision
space Γ with different inflow angles, α. Normalisation is carried out using the total power
of the non-yawed baseline case P0. The most noticeable difference between full-wake
(α = 0◦) and partial-wake (α 6= 0◦) configurations is that there are two local optima in the
decision space of the full-wake configuration, while there is only one optimum for partial-
wake configurations. Consistent with the experimental results of Zong and Porté-Agel [5],
the local power optimum corresponding to negative yaw (+5.14%) is larger than the one
corresponding to positive yaw (+4.23%). Furthermore, in the partial-wake configurations
under consideration (α = ±3◦ and ±5◦), smaller yaw angles are needed to alleviate the
wake interference in the turbine array due to the spanwise offset of the wind turbines,
and the power gains achieved by applying the optimal AYC are larger than those in the
full-wake configuration. The optimal power gains in the configurations with α = ±5◦

are also smaller than their counterparts with α = ±3◦. This observation can be explained
by the fact that the turbines in the non-yawed baseline cases become less exposed to the
wake flows with the increasing magnitude of the inflow angle; hence, the room for power
improvement with AYC is reduced.
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Figure 7. Normalised power gain contours in the AYC decision space Γ for different inflow angles.
Black dots show the AYC configurations with the largest power gains.

3.3. Blade Fatigue Loading

Besides power production, fatigue loading is another critical metric to consider when
applying AYC to a wind farm. Figure 8 shows the time-series segments of the flapwise
bending moment (FBM) (Figure 8a) and the edgewise bending moment (EBM) (Figure 8b)
at the blade root of WT 1. We find that when the turbine is yawed, whether positively or
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negatively, the means of the FBM are decreased. However, a positively yawed turbine has
a larger FBM variation compared to the non-yawed baseline, while a negatively yawed
turbine has a smaller variation. As for the EBM, the differences between yawed and
non-yawed turbines are less significant than the FBM because the variation in the EBM is
dominated by the cyclic gravity load acting on rotating blades; thus, it is less sensitive to
changes in the aerodynamic loads caused by AYC.
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Figure 8. Time series segments of blade-root bending moments of WT 1: (a) flapwise bending moment
and (b) edgewise bending moment. Empty cycles show the load reversal points extracted by the
rainflow counting algorithm.

Using the transient blade loads extracted from the simulations, we further evaluate
blade fatigue with the methodology discussed in Section 2.3. Figure 9 shows the flapwise
and edgewise DELs for the wind turbine array at different AYC configurations. In the
full-wake configuration, α = 0◦, we observe that:

• In the flapwise direction (Figure 9a), the positive yaw case has larger DELs in WTs 1
and 2 and a slightly lower DEL in WT 3 compared to the non-yawed baseline. On the
other hand, the negative yaw case has larger DELs in all three turbines.

• In the edgewise direction (Figure 9b), applying positive yaw slightly decreases the
DEL in WT 1 while increasing it in WTs 2 and 3. The negative yaw strategy slightly
decreases the DELs in all three turbines.

In the partial-wake configuration α = 3◦, we observe that:

• In the flapwise direction (Figure 9c), the DELs of WTs 2 and 3 are larger than those of
WT 1 in the non-yawed baseline. This is because downwind turbines are partially ex-
posed to the wakes of upwind turbines in this configuration, which creates significant
load variations on the blades. When the positive yaw strategy is adopted, as noted
in the wake contour (Figure 4e), wake interference is largely avoided and turbine
fatigue loads are alleviated. Applying negative yaw in this configuration redirects the
wakes to the downwind turbines (Figure 4f), alleviating partial wake overlapping. As
a result, we observe decreases in the DELs of WT 2 and WT 3.

• In the edgewise direction (Figure 9d), applying positive yaw slightly decreases the
DEL in WTs 1 and 2 while increasing it in WT 3. The negative yaw strategy slightly
decreases the DELs in all three turbines. Similar to the full-wake configuration, the
edgewise DELs are less sensitive to changes in yaw angles than the FBM.
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Figure 9. Normalised DELs of blade-root blending moments in different AYC configurations and
inflow angles, normalised by the DELs of WT 1 in zero yaw conditions: (a,b) flapwise bending
moment and (c,d) edgewise bending moment.

To further reveal the relation between blade fatigue in the turbine array and AYC,
we defined the summation of the DEL of each turbine as the total DEL of the turbine
array and computed the normalised total DEL variation, ∆DEL/DEL0. Normalisation
was carried out using the total DEL of the non-yawed baseline case DEL0. Figure 10
shows the contours of ∆DEL/DEL0 in the flapwise (Figure 10a–e) and edgewise directions
(Figure 10f–j) in the decision space Γ for different inflow angles. Consistent with our
observations in Figures 8 and 9, we find that the changes in the flapwise DELs are more
significant than in the edgewise DELs. Furthermore, in contrast to the power gain contours
(Figure 7), we observe an asymmetry in the DEL variation contour; the AYC strategies with
opposite signs for yaw and inflow angles produce similar power outputs but very different
DELs. For example (Table 2), the two AYC strategies (γ = (−20◦,−20◦, 0◦), α = −3◦

and γ = (20◦, 20◦, 0◦), α = 3◦) in the decision space Γ yield similar power gains (12.9%
vs. 11.12%). However, the negative strategy increases the flapwise DEL (+7.09%) and
edgewise DEL (+0.54%) from the non-yaw benchmark, while the positive strategy γ+

decreases the flapwise DEL (−3.18%) but increases the edgewise DEL (+0.99%).

Table 2. Power gains and DEL variations for the configurations with opposite yaw and inflow angles.

Yaw Angles (γ) Inflow Angle (α) ∆P/P0 ∆DELF /DELF,0 ∆DELE/DELE,0

(−20◦,−20◦, 0◦) −3◦ 12.9 % 7.09% 0.54%
(20◦, 20◦, 0◦) 3◦ 11.12% −3.18% 0.99%
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Figure 10. Normalised DEL variation contours in the AYC decision space Γ for different inflow angles
for the (a–e) flapwise bending moment and (f–j) edgewise bending moment. Black dots show the
power-optimal AYC configurations and their corresponding DEL variations.

4. Theoretical Analysis on Flapwise Blade Fatigue in Positive and Negative
Yaw Strategies

Figures 9 and 10 have shown that applying positive or negative yaw strategies leads
to significantly different flapwise fatigue loading, not only in the yawed turbines, but also
in the non-yawed turbines exposed to the wakes of yawed upwind turbines. In this section,
we present a theoretical analysis of the causes of these differences.

Flapwise blade fatigue is induced by the variations in the force normal to the rotor
disk Fn (Figure 11) acting on wind turbine blades. The force variation can be attributed to
inflow turbulence and blade rotation. A front-row turbine experiences the same level of
inflow turbulence when it is positively or negatively yawed with the same yaw magnitude.
Therefore, the difference in flapwise fatigue is mostly caused by the different blade force
variations per rotation, which can be analysed according to the blade element momentum
(BEM) theory. Computing the aerodynamic forces acting on the rotating wind turbine
blades based on the BEM theory requires an iterative process. However, we can simplify
this process into closed-form expressions with reasonable approximations and directly
analyse the variation in aerodynamic loads.

According to the velocity and force triangles in the BEM theory shown in Figure 11,
the normal force, Fn, acting on a blade element per unit length can be expressed as follows:

Fn =
1
2

cρV2
relCn, (7)

Vrel =
Vt

cos ϕ
, (8)

Cn = CL cos ϕ + Cd sin ϕ, (9)

tan ϕ =
Vn

Vt
, (10)

where c is the chord length, ρ is the air density, Vrel is the magnitude of the resultant
local relative velocity of the rotating blade with respect to the flow, Vt and Vn are the
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magnitudes of Vrel , respectively, and ϕ is the angle between resultant relative velocity and
the rotation plane.

 α
Vn

Vt

Vrel

FL

FD

Fn

Rotor plane

Chord line

 β

Ω

φ

Figure 11. Schematic plot of the velocity and force triangles on a rotating wind turbine blade based
on the BEM theory [37].

We approximate Fn by substituting Equations (8)–(10) into Equation (7) and apply
small-angle approximations to the trigonometric functions of ϕ:

Fn ≈
1
2

cρV2
t (CL + Cd ϕ). (11)

The approximations of the trigonometric functions can be justified by the fact that the
FBM at the blade root is dominated by the flapwise loads acting on the sections near the
blade tip. In those sections, the flow angle, ϕ, the angle of attack (AoA), α, and the blade
twist angle, β, are small.

According to classical thin-airfoil theory [38] and the fact that the twist angle β is small,
the lift coefficient, CL, of an airfoil at small AoAs can be approximated by:

CL ≈ 2πα, (12)

α = ϕ− β ≈ ϕ. (13)

Substituting Equations (12) and (13) into Equation (11), we obtain:

Fn ≈
1
2

cρV2
t (2π + Cd)ϕ. (14)

Considering the fact that Cd � 2π at small AoAs, we neglect the contribution of Cd
and further simplify Equation (14) to:

Fn ≈ πcρVtVn. (15)

We find that Fn is approximately proportional to the product of Vt and Vn:

Fn ∝ VtVn. (16)

Therefore, to study the variation in the normal force Fn, we can focus on the variation
in VtVn. Since the tangential induction is very weak in the blade sections close to the tip,
we do not take into account the contribution of tangential induction and derive the Vt and
Vn of a yawed turbine according to the BEM theory [37]:

Vn = V0(cos γ− a), (17)

Vt = Ωr + V0 cos ψ(a tan
χ

2
− sin γ), (18)
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where V0 is the freestream inflow velocity to the turbine, γ is the turbine yaw angle, Ω is
the turbine rotation speed, r is the distance of the blade element to the hub, ψ is the phase
angle of the rotating blade, χ is the wake skewing angle, and a is the axial induction factor
of the turbine. Glauert [39] proposed that the axial induction factor, a, can be approximated
as follows:

a = a0(1 + f (
r
R
)K(χ) sin ψ), (19)

where a0 is the induction factor of the turbine in non-yawed conditions, R is the radius
of the turbine, and f is the wake expansion function. Øye [40] proposed the following
polynomial fit for f :

f (
r
R
) =

1
2
(

r
R
+ 0.4(

r
R
)3 + 0.4(

r
R
)5). (20)

Coleman [41] proposed that K(χ) can be approximated by:

K(χ) = 2 tan(
χ

2
), χ = (0.6a0 + 1)γ. (21)

As an example, we consider the VnVt variations in a front-row turbine with γ1 = ±25◦

at the blade location r = 0.7R in a uniform inflow and a vertically sheared inflow. The
non-yawed induction factor is assumed to be azimuthally unchanged and we take the
theoretical optimal value predicted by the BEM theory:

a0 = 1/3. (22)

Figure 12 shows the freestream inflow velocity, V0, to the blade section r = 0.7R at
different heights z and different blade phase angles ψ. We can see that V0 varies with ψ
during vertically sheared flow, while staying constant during uniform inflow. When the
turbine rotates in the vertically sheared inflow, the azimuthal distributions of the local
relative velocity on blade sections in the positively and negatively yawed turbine are
different. Figure 13 shows the variation in VtVn computed from Equation (17) and (18) with
respect to ψ in the two different inflows shown in Figure 13. We find that the magnitudes
of the variation for the positive and negative yaw angles are the same in the uniform inflow.
However, in the vertically sheared inflow, the negative yaw angle leads to a larger variation
in VtVn than the positive yaw angle. As a result, according to Equation (16), the negatively
yawed turbine experiences a larger variation in terms of the normal thrust force per rotation
and, consequently, greater flapwise blade fatigue than the positively yawed one.

50 75 100 125
z (m)

10.0

10.5

11.0

11.5

12.0

V 0
 (m

/s
)

(a)

0 100 200 300
 (degree)

10.0

10.5

11.0

11.5

12.0
(b)

sheared inflow
uniform inflow
hub height

Figure 12. Freestream inflow velocity to the turbine blade section r = 0.7R at (a) different vertical
heights and (b) different blade phase angles.
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Figure 13. Azimuthal variations in VnVt at r = 0.7R with respect to the blade phase angle ψ predicted
by the BEM theory in (a) a uniform inflow u(z) = 11 m/s and (b) a vertically sheared inflow
u(z) = u∗

κ log(z/z0), in which u∗ = 0.45 m/s, κ = 0.4, and z0 = 0.005 m.

Furthermore, applying positive or negative yaw to the upwind turbine also affects
the flapwise blade fatigue in its downwind turbine, even if the downwind turbine is not
yawed, due to the different wake structures between the positively and negatively yawed
turbine. For example, for a non-yawed turbine installed 7D downstream of WT 1 without
spanwise offset, the front-view contours of its inflow statistics (normalised mean velocity
and turbulence intensity) 1D in front of the downwind turbine are shown in Figure 14.
The spanwise deflection of the wake of the negatively yawed WT 1 is larger than that of
the positively yawed WT 1. As a result, the azimuthal variation in the streamwise inflow
velocity for the downwind turbine in the wake of the negatively yawed WT 1 is larger than
that in the wake of the negatively yawed WT 1. The turbine in the wake of the negatively
yawed WT 1 is also exposed to a higher level of streamwise turbulence than that in the
wake of the positively yawed WT 1. Therefore, in this configuration, the downwind turbine
would endure higher flapwise blade fatigue in the wake of a negatively yawed turbine
than in the wake of a positively yawed turbine. The simulation results confirm that the
flapwise DEL of the non-yawed WT 2 in the AYC case where γ = (−25◦, 0◦, 0◦) and α = 0◦

is 7.7% higher than its counterpart in the AYC case where γ = (25◦, 0◦, 0◦) and α = 0◦.

Figure 14. Front-view y-z cross-section contours of normalised streamwise mean velocity and
turbulence intensity, Iu, at the location 6D downwind of WT 1: (a) u/uin, γ1 = −25◦; (b) u/uin,
γ1 = 25◦; (c) Iu, γ1 = −25◦; and (d) Iu, γ1 = 25◦. The black and red circles represent the trajectories
of the blade sections r = 1.0R and r = 0.7R of the rotating blade, respectively.
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5. Discussion and Conclusions

In this study, we investigate the power production and blade fatigue of a three-
turbine array in full-wake and partial-wake configurations using a two-way coupled
aeroelastic-LES framework. The simulations are carried out at discrete decision points of
the AYC decision space Γ spanned by the yaw angles of the first two turbines: Γ = {γ1 :
−30◦,−25◦, . . . , 25◦, 30◦} × {γ2 : −30◦,−25◦, . . . , 25◦, 30◦}. We extract the time series of
the power and the blade bending moments from the simulations and compute the mean
power outputs and the blade fatigue loads of the turbine array.

In full-wake configuration α = 0◦, we observe two local power optima in the explored
AYC decision space Γ: one in the positive quadrant (γ1 > 0◦, γ2 > 0◦) and the other in the
negative quadrant (γ1 < 0◦, γ2 < 0◦). The optimal yaw strategy with positive yaw angles
yields slightly less power than the strategy with negative yaw angles. We also find that the
locally power-optimal positive yaw strategy endures less flapwise blade fatigue and more
edgewise blade fatigue than its counterpart with negative yaw angles.

In partial-wake configurations, |α| = 3◦ and 5◦, there is only one power optimum in
the explored decision space. Due to the spanwise offset of the turbines, applying optimal
AYC achieves larger optimal power gains than those of the full-wake configuration. When
the magnitude of α increases from |α| = 3◦ to 5◦, the optimal power gains start to decrease,
as the non-yawed baseline in this configuration is less affected by wake interference. As
for the blade fatigue, when the inflow angle, α, is positive, applying the power-optimal
yaw strategy in the positive quadrant of the AYC decision space achieves power gains,
while reducing the flapwise blade fatigue. In contrast, when the inflow angle is negative,
the power-optimal strategies with negative inflow angles lead to higher flapwise blade
fatigue than the baseline case. Compared with the flapwise fatigue, the variations in the
edgewise fatigue loading with different AYC strategies are less significant in the partial-
wake configurations under consideration.

Furthermore, by performing a BEM-based analysis, we reveal that for the front row
turbine, the aforementioned differences in the flapwise blade fatigue between the positively
and negatively yawed turbines are caused by the different azimuthal variations in the
local relative velocity on blade sections, which result from the combined effects of vertical
wind shear and blade rotation. For the downwind turbine exposed to the wake of the
yawed turbine, differences in the flapwise blade fatigue are caused by the different wake
deficit and turbulence distributions in the wake of the positively and negatively yawed
turbines. These findings highlight that in the wake modelling of wind turbines subjected to
AYC, it is necessary to consider the inflow inhomogeneity and blade rotation, as well as
the differences between the wake structures of positively and negatively yawed turbines,
particularly when fatigue evaluation is needed from the model.

In future studies, we plan to improve the analytical wake modelling by taking into
account the aforementioned asymmetry of the wake of the positively and negatively yawed
turbines. We also plan to develop a computationally cheap optimisation procedure for
turbines subjected to AYC in full wake and partial wake conditions based on the improved
analytical wake model. Furthermore, we plan to extend the aeroelastic analysis from the
blades to other components of wind turbines with finite element modelling.
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The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

ABL Atmospheric boundary layer
ALM Actuator line model
AoA Angle of attack
AYC Active yaw control
BEM Blade element momentum
CVP Counter-rotating vortex pair
DEL Damage equivalent load
EALM Elastic actuator line model
EBM Edgewise bending moment
FBM Flapwise bending moment
LES Large eddy simulation
WT Wind turbine
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